Risk Disclosures

A. Issuer Risk Factors

1. PSS as issuer or counterparty

Where PSS is the issuer or counterparty of the relevant Financial Instruments, an investment in any such Financial Instruments bears the risk that PSS is not able to fulfil its obligations under the relevant Financial Instruments on any relevant due date.

In order to assess the risk, prospective investors should consider all information provided in the offering documents relating to the relevant Financial Instruments and consult with their own professional advisers if they consider it necessary.

The risk related to PSS's ability to fulfil its obligations in respect of any such Financial Instruments is described by reference to the credit ratings assigned by independent rating agencies. A rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold Financial Instruments and may be subject to suspension, reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency. A suspension, reduction or withdrawal of any rating assigned may adversely affect the market price of some Financial Instruments where PSS is the issuer.

Rating of Subordinated Obligations Any Financial Instruments which are subordinated obligations of PSS may be rated lower than those set out above because, in the case of an insolvency or liquidation of PSS, the claims resulting from these obligations are subordinated to those claims of creditors of PSS that are not also subordinated.

The value of Financial Instruments where PSS is the issuer or the counterparty is expected to be affected, in part, by investors' general appraisal of PSS's creditworthiness. Any reduction in the creditworthiness of PSS could result in a reduction in the value of such Financial Instruments. If a bankruptcy proceeding is commenced in respect of PSS, the return to a holder of, or a party to, such Financial Instrument may be limited and any recovery will likely be substantially delayed.

2. Third Party as issuer or counterparty

Where a Third Party is the issuer or counterparty of the relevant Financial Instruments, an investment in any such Financial Instruments bears the risk that the relevant Third Party is not able to fulfil its obligations under the relevant Financial Instruments on any due date.

In order to assess the risk, prospective investors should consider all information provided in the offering documents relating to the relevant Financial Instruments and consult with their own advisers if they consider it necessary. PSS accepts no obligation or liability whatsoever in relation to any Third Party and makes no representation, warranty or other assurance as to the ability or otherwise of any Third Party to perform any of its obligation in relation to any Financial Instrument issued by it.

If the obligations of the Third Party are subordinated then the same considerations as those described above under "Rating of Subordinated Obligations" apply.

The value of Financial Instruments where a Third Party is the issuer or the counterparty is expected to be affected, in part, by investors' general appraisal of the Third Party's creditworthiness. Any reduction in the creditworthiness
of the Third Party could result in a reduction in the value of such Financial Instruments. If a bankruptcy proceeding is commenced in respect of the Third Party, the return to a holder of, or a party to, such Financial Instrument may be limited and any recovery will likely be substantially delayed.

B. General Risk Factors Relating to Financial Instruments

1. No Payments or Deliveries until Settlement

Prospective investors should note that where no periodic interest payments or other distributions are to be made during the term of a Financial Instrument, where such Financial Instruments are in the form of securities or are otherwise tradeable, a realisation in the secondary market of such Financial Instruments may be the only return potentially available to the investor prior to settlement of such Financial Instruments. However, investors should note the risk factors described under the headings "Market value" and "Financial Instruments may be Illiquid" set out under the heading "D. Market Factors" below in this regard.

2. Early Termination for Extraordinary Reasons, Illegality and Force Majeure

If so indicated in the terms and conditions of any Financial Instruments, if PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, determines that, for reasons beyond its control, the performance of its obligations in relation to the relevant Financial Instruments has become illegal or impractical in whole or in part for any reason, or PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, determines that, for reasons beyond its control, it is no longer legal or practical for it to maintain its hedging arrangements with respect to such Financial Instruments for any reason, PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, may, at its discretion and without obligation, terminate early such Financial Instruments. Prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether and how such provisions apply to such Financial Instruments and what are the consequences of such termination, including as to what if anything, is payable as a result thereof.

3. Market Disruption Events, Adjustments and Early Termination of Financial Instruments

If so indicated in the terms and conditions of any Financial Instruments, the relevant Calculation agent may determine that a market disruption event has occurred or exists at a relevant time. Any such determination may delay valuation in respect of the relevant Underlying which may have an effect on the value of the relevant Financial Instruments and/or may delay settlement in respect of such Financial Instruments.

In addition, if so indicated in the terms and conditions of any Financial Instruments, the calculation agent may make adjustments to such terms and conditions to account for relevant adjustments or events in relation to the Underlying including, but not limited to, determining a successor to the relevant Underlying or its issuer or its sponsor, as the case may be. In addition, in certain circumstances, PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, may terminate early the relevant Financial Instruments following any such event.

Prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether and how such provisions apply to such Financial Instruments and what constitutes a relevant adjustment or event.

4. Taxation
Potential purchasers and sellers of Financial Instruments should be aware that they may be required to pay stamp taxes or other documentary charges in accordance with the laws and practices of the country where the relevant Financial Instruments are transferred.

Payment and/or delivery of any amount due in respect of Financial Instruments may be conditional upon the payment of certain taxes, duties and/or expenses as provided in the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments. PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, has the right, but may not be obliged, to withhold or deduct from any amount payable or deliverable under such Financial Instruments such amount or portion as shall be necessary to account for or to pay any tax, duty, charge, withholding or other payment.

Prospective investors should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether and how such provisions apply to such Financial Instruments.

Potential purchasers who are in any doubt as to their tax position should consult their own independent tax advisers. In addition, potential purchasers should be aware that tax regulations and their application by the relevant taxation authorities change from time to time. Accordingly, it is not possible to predict the precise tax treatment which will apply at any given time.

5. Exercise Notice and Certifications

If any Financial Instruments are subject to provisions concerning delivery of an exercise notice and such notice is received by the party or parties specified after the latest time specified in the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments, it may not be deemed to be duly delivered until some later day. Such deemed delay may in the case of cash settled Financial Instruments increase or decrease the cash amount payable at settlement from what it would otherwise have been but for such deemed delay.

In the case of Financial Instruments which are exercisable on one day only or only during an exercise period and are not expressed to be automatically exercised, any exercise notice, if not delivered by the latest time specified in the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments, shall be void.

The failure to deliver any certifications required by the terms and conditions of an issue of Financial Instruments could result in the loss or inability to receive amounts or deliveries otherwise due under such Financial Instruments. Prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether and how such provisions apply to such Financial Instruments.

Financial Instruments not exercised in accordance with their terms and conditions will expire worthless. Prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether such Financial Instruments are subject to automatic exercise, and when and how an exercise notice may be validly delivered.

6. Time Lag After Exercise

Where Financial Instruments are to be exercised and settled by a cash payment, then, upon their exercise, there may be a time lag between the time exercise occurs and the time the applicable cash amount relating to such exercise is determined. Any such delay between the time of exercise and the determination of the cash amount will be specified in the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments. However, such delay could be significantly longer, particularly in the case of a delay in exercise of such cash settled Financial Instruments arising from any daily maximum exercise limitations or upon the determination by the calculation agent that a market disruption has occurred at any relevant time. The applicable cash amount could decrease or increase from what it would have been but for such delay.

Prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain whether and how such provisions apply to such Financial Instruments.
7. Highly Volatile Markets

Financial Instruments may be linked to the prices of commodities contracts and derivative instruments, including futures and options which are highly volatile. Price movements of forward contracts, futures contracts, and other derivative contracts to which a Financial Instrument may be linked are influenced by, among other things, interest rates, changing supply and demand relationships, trade, fiscal, monetary and exchange control programmes and policies of governments, and national and international political and economic events and policies. In addition, governments from time to time intervene, directly or indirectly and by regulation in certain markets, particularly those in currencies and interest rate related futures and options. Such intervention often is intended directly to influence prices and may, together with other factors, cause all of such markets to move rapidly in the same direction because of, among other things, interest rate fluctuations. Any such intervention may have an adverse effect on the value of certain Financial Instruments.

8. Commission

Before an investor purchases any Financial Instrument, it should obtain details of all commissions and other charges for which you will be liable. If any charges are not expressed in money terms (but, for example, as percentage of contract value), it should obtain a clear and written explanation, including appropriate examples, to establish what such charges are likely to mean in specific money terms. In the case of futures, when commission is charged as a percentage, it will normally be as a percentage of the total contract value, and not simply as a percentage of any initial payment.

C. Product Specific Risk Factors

Product Specific Risk Factors

Different Financial Instruments involve different levels of exposure to risk and in deciding whether to trade in or purchase any Financial Instruments, potential investors should take note of the following.

An investment in any Financial Instruments involves risks. These risks may include, among others, equity market, bond market, foreign exchange, interest rate, market volatility and economic, political and regulatory risks and any combination of these and other risks. Some of these risks are briefly discussed below.

Prospective purchasers should be experienced with respect to transactions in instruments such as the relevant Financial Instruments and in the Underlying relating to such Financial Instruments. Prospective purchasers should understand the risks associated with an investment in the relevant Financial Instruments and should only reach an investment decision after careful consideration, with their legal, tax, accounting and other advisers, of (a) the suitability of an investment in the relevant Financial Instruments in the light of their own particular financial, tax and other circumstances, (b) the information set out in the offering document relating to the relevant Financial Instruments and (c) the relevant Underlying.

Financial Instruments may decline in value and, where Financial Instruments are capital protected, investors should note that, whatever their investment in such Financial Instruments, the cash amount due at maturity will never be less than a specified minimum cash amount.

An investment in any Financial Instrument should only be made after assessing the direction, timing and magnitude of potential future changes in the value of the relevant Underlying and/or in the composition and/or the method of calculation of the relevant Underlying, as the return of any such investment will be dependent, inter alia, upon such changes. An investor in a Financial Instrument must generally be correct about the direction, timing and magnitude of an anticipated change in the value of the relevant Underlying. More than one risk factor may have simultaneous effect with regard to a Financial Instrument such that the effect of a particular risk factor may
not be predictable. In addition, more than one risk factor may have a compounding effect which may not be predictable. No assurance can be given as to the effect that any combination of risk factors may have on the value of a Financial Instrument.

Financial Instruments linked to an Underlying represent an investment linked to the economic performance of the relevant Underlying and prospective investors should note that the return (if any) on their investment in such Financial Instruments will depend upon the performance of such Underlying. Potential investors should also note that whilst the market value of such Financial Instruments is linked to such Underlying and will be influenced (positively or negatively) by such Underlying, any change may not be comparable and may be disproportionate. It is impossible to predict how the level of the relevant Underlying will vary over time. In contrast to a direct investment in the relevant Underlying, such Financial Instruments represent the right to receive payment or delivery, as the case may be, of the relevant amount(s) on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of such Financial Instruments which may include periodic payments of interest (if specified in the terms and conditions for such Financial Instruments), all or some of which may be determined by reference to the performance of the relevant Underlying. The applicable terms and conditions will set out the provisions for the determination of the amount(s) payable or deliverable, as the case may be, on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of the relevant Financial Instruments including any periodic interest payments.

PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS IN FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS LINKED TO AN UNDERLYING MUST REVIEW THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE RELEVANT FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS TO ASCERTAIN WHAT THE RELEVANT UNDERLYING IS AND TO SEE HOW BOTH ANY AMOUNTS PAYABLE OR DELIVERABLE, AS THE CASE MAY BE, ARE DETERMINED AND WHEN ANY SUCH AMOUNT(S) ARE PAYABLE AND/OR DELIVERABLE, AS THE CASE MAY BE, BEFORE MAKING ANY DECISION TO PURCHASE SUCH FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS.

The only return on Financial Instruments may be the potential payment or delivery, as the case may be, of the amounts payable on exercise or redemption or otherwise due and payment of any periodic interest payments and prospective purchasers should review the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments to ascertain what amount(s) is/are payable and/or deliverable, what circumstances and when.

PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, may issue several issues of Financial Instruments relating to the same Underlying. However, no assurance can be given that PSS or the relevant Third Party, as the case may be, will issue more than one issue of Financial Instruments linked to such Underlying. At any given time, the number of Financial Instruments outstanding may be substantial.

Financial Instruments may be linked to, inter alia, equity securities, indices, currencies, the credit of specified entities, derivatives, commodities and/or commodity futures, private equity or illiquid assets and real estate, low credit quality securities, distressed securities, investments in emerging or developing markets and/or fund shares including hedge funds.

Financial Instruments Linked to Equity Securities

In respect of Financial Instruments linked to an equity security or basket of equity securities, on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of such Financial Instruments, investors may receive either physical delivery of a given number of the relevant equity securities and/or payment of an amount determined by reference to the value of the relevant equity securities on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates. Accordingly, an investment in such Financial Instruments may bear similar market risks to a direct investment in the relevant equity securities and investors should take advice accordingly. Interest (if any) payable on such Financial Instruments may be calculated by reference to the value of one or more equity securities on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates or by reference to any dividends paid in respect of any such equity securities.
In relation to such Financial Instruments, no issuer of the relevant equity securities will have participated in the preparation of any offering document relating to the relevant Financial Instruments or the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments and PSS will not make any investigation or enquiry with respect to the information concerning any such issuer contained therein or in the documents from which such information was extracted. Consequently, there can be no assurance that all events occurring prior to the issue date of the relevant Financial Instruments (including events that would affect the accuracy or completeness of any publicly available documents used by PSS in the preparation of any offering document relating to the relevant Financial Instruments) that would affect the trading price of the relevant equity securities will have been publicly disclosed. Subsequent disclosure of any such events or the disclosure of or failure to disclose material future events concerning the issuer of such equity securities could affect the trading price of such equity securities and therefore the trading price or value of such Financial Instruments.

Except as otherwise provided in the terms and conditions of such Financial Instruments, holders of such Financial Instruments will not have voting rights or rights to receive dividends or distributions or any other rights with respect to the relevant equity securities to which such Financial Instruments relate.

Financial Instruments linked to Indices

In respect of Financial Instruments linked to an index or basket of indices, on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of such Financial Instruments, investors may receive payment of an amount determined by reference to the value of the relevant index or indices on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates and/or physical delivery of assets linked to the relevant index or indices. Interest (if any) payable on such Financial Instruments may be calculated by reference to the value of one or more of the relevant indices on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates.

Financial Instruments linked to Currencies

In respect of Financial Instruments linked to one or more currencies, on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of such Financial Instruments, investors may receive payment of an amount determined by reference to the value of the relevant currencies on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates. Interest (if any) payable on such Financial Instruments may be calculated by reference to the value of one or more of the relevant currencies on a given date or dates as compared to another date or dates.

Fluctuations in exchange rates of the relevant currency (or one or more of the currencies in a basket of currencies) will affect the value of Financial Instruments linked to such currency or currencies. Furthermore, investors who intend to convert gains or losses from the receipt of monies from or sale of such Financial Instruments into their home currency may be affected by fluctuations in exchange rates between their home currency and the relevant currency (or one or more of the currencies in a basket of currencies). Currency values may be affected by complex political and economic factors, including governmental action to fix or support the value of a currency (or one or more of the currencies in a basket of currencies), regardless of other market forces. Purchasers of Financial Instruments linked to a currency or currencies risk losing their entire investment if exchange rates of the relevant currency (or one or more of the currencies in a basket of currencies) do not move in the anticipated direction.

If additional Financial Instruments or options relating to particular currencies or particular currency indices are subsequently issued, the supply of Financial Instruments and options relating to such currencies or currency indices, as applicable, in the market will increase, which could cause the price at which such Financial Instruments are traded in the secondary market to decline significantly.

In the ordinary course of its day-to-day foreign exchange trading or market making or in order to manage the risk of its exposure in relation to any Financial Instrument entered into with you, PSS and/or its affiliates or any third party may enter into, unwind, terminate or close-out in whole or in part transactions with third parties (Third Party Transactions) before, at or after the time at which: (i) the valuation of the Financial Instrument is determined; (ii)
the valuation of an external market fixing or benchmark to which a Financial Instrument makes reference is determined (a Fixing); (iii) the Financial Instrument becomes due to settle; or (iv) a party's rights to require settlement of the Financial Instrument become exercisable (all or any of these times being a Relevant Time). It is possible that entry into Third Party Transactions at a Relevant Time may affect currency exchange rates directly or indirectly, which, in turn, may have an impact on the value of a Financial Instrument to you, or the value of a Fixing and/or may trigger certain provisions of a Financial Instrument.

Financial Instruments linked to the Credit of Specified Entities

Financial Instruments may be linked to the credit of one or more specified entities and in the event of the occurrence of certain circumstances specified in the terms and conditions of such Financial Instruments, PSS's or, as the case may be, the relevant Third Party's obligation to pay amounts under such Financial Instruments may be replaced by an obligation to pay other amounts calculated by reference to the value of obligations relating to one or more of such specified entities and/or to deliver any such obligations. In addition, such Financial Instruments which are interest bearing may cease to bear interest on or prior to the date of occurrence of any such circumstance.

Financial Instruments linked to Derivatives

Financial Instruments may be issued or otherwise entered into, the return on which is linked to derivative instruments (which may be complex) which seek to modify or replicate the investment performance of particular securities, commodities, currencies, interest rates, indices or markets on a leveraged or unleveraged basis. The Underlying in respect of such Financial Instruments generally has counterparty risk and may not perform in the manner expected, thereby resulting in greater loss or gain in value. Such Financial Instruments are subject to risks that can result in a loss of all or part of the value of the Underlying and thus adversely affect the value of the Financial Instruments. Such risks can include interest rate and credit risk, volatility, world and local market price and demand, and general economic factors and activity. The Underlying may be a derivative which may also have very high leverage embedded in it that can substantially magnify market movements, meaning that losses could in some cases exceed the value of the relevant derivative instrument and thus result in a total loss.

Some of the markets for derivative instruments are "over-the-counter" or "interdealer" markets, which may be illiquid and are sometimes subject to larger spreads between the bid and offer prices than exchange-traded derivative instruments. The participants in such markets are typically not subject to credit evaluation and regulatory oversight, which would be the case with members of "exchange-based" markets. This exposes investors in Financial Instruments linked to any such derivatives to the risk that a counterparty will not settle a transaction in accordance with its terms and conditions because the counterparty has a credit or liquidity problem or because the counterparty defaults for some other reason. Delays in settlement may also result from disputes over the terms of the relevant derivative contract (whether or not bona fide) since such markets may lack the established rules and procedures for swift settlement of disputes among market participants found in "exchange-based" markets. These factors may cause the value of a Financial Instrument to decrease. Such "counterparty risk" is present in all "over-the-counter" or bilateral swaps, and is accentuated in contracts with longer maturities where unforeseen events may intervene to prevent settlement. The valuation of over-the-counter derivative transactions is also subject to greater uncertainty and variation than that of exchange-traded derivatives and valuations provided by one party may differ from valuations provided by a third party or the value upon liquidation of the relevant transaction. Under certain circumstances, it may not be possible to obtain market quotations for the value of an over-the-counter derivatives transaction.

Financial Instruments linked to Commodities and/or Commodity Futures

In respect of Financial Instruments linked to a commodity or basket of commodities or commodity futures, on the specified or determinable date(s) in respect of such Financial Instruments, investors may receive payment of an amount determined by reference to the value of the relevant commodities or futures contracts on a given date or
Interest (if any) payable on such Financial Instruments may be calculated by reference to the value of one or more commodities on a given date or dated as compared to another date or dates or by reference to one or more commodity futures contracts.

Investors should note that the movements in the price of the commodity or basket of commodities may be subject to significant fluctuations that may not correlate with changes in interest rates, currencies or other indices and the timing of changes in the relevant price of the commodity or commodities may affect the actual yield to investors, even if the average level is consistent with their expectations. In general, the earlier the change in the price or prices of the commodities, the greater the effect on yield.

Commodity futures markets are highly volatile. Commodity markets are influenced by, among other things, changing supply and demand relationships, weather, governmental, agricultural, commercial and trade programmes and policies designed to influence commodity prices, world political and economic events, and changes in interest rates. Moreover, investments in futures and options contracts involve additional risks including, without limitation, leverage (margin is usually a percentage of the face value of the contract and exposure can be nearly unlimited). A holder of a futures position may find such positions become illiquid because certain commodity exchanges limit fluctuations in certain futures contract prices during a single day by regulations referred to as "daily price fluctuation limits" or "daily limits". Under such daily limits, during a single trading day no trades may be executed at prices beyond the daily limits. Once the price of a contract for a particular future has increased or decreased by an amount equal to the daily limit, positions in the future can neither be taken nor liquidated unless traders are willing to effect trades at or within the limit. This could prevent a holder from promptly liquidating unfavourable positions and subject it to substantial losses.

Futures contract prices in various commodities occasionally have exceeded the daily limit for several consecutive days with little or no trading. Similar occurrences could prevent the liquidation of unfavourable positions and subject an investor in a Financial Instrument linked to such contract prices to substantial losses.

The market price of such Financial Instruments may be volatile and may depend on the time remaining to exercise or redemption and the volatility of the price of the commodity or commodities. The price of the commodity or commodities may be affected by economic, financial and political events in one or more jurisdictions, including factors affecting the exchange(s) or quotation system(s) on which any such commodities may be traded.

Financial Instruments linked to private equity or illiquid assets

Financial Instruments may be linked to an Underlying which is subject to legal or other restrictions on transfer or for which no liquid market exists, such as equity securities in private companies. The market prices, if any, of such equity securities tend to be more volatile and it may be impossible to sell such equity securities when desired or to realise their fair value in the event of a sale. Such equity securities may neither be listed on a stock exchange nor traded in an over-the-counter market. As a result of the absence of a public trading market for these equity securities, they are likely to be less liquid than publicly traded equity securities. There may be substantial delays in attempting to sell non-publicly traded equity securities. Although these equity securities may be sold in privately negotiated transactions, the prices realised from these sales could be less than those originally paid. Furthermore, companies whose equity securities are not registered or publicly traded are not subject to the disclosure and other investor protection requirements which would be applicable if their equity securities were registered or publicly traded.

In addition, an exchange or regulatory authority may suspend trading in a particular contract, order immediate liquidation and settlement of a particular contract, or order that trading in a particular contract be conducted for liquidation only. The illiquidity of positions may result in significant unanticipated losses and thus investors in Financial Instruments linked thereto may also suffer significant unanticipated losses.

Financial Instruments linked to low credit quality securities
Financial Instruments may be linked to particularly risky investments that also may offer the potential for correspondingly high returns. As a result, there is a significant risk that an investor in such Financial Instrument may lose all or substantially all of its investment. The Underlying relating to such Financial Instruments may be rated lower than investment grade and hence may be considered to be "junk bonds" or distressed securities (see also "Financial Instruments linked to distressed securities" below).

Financial Instruments linked to distressed securities

Financial Instruments may be linked to the securities of issuers in weak financial condition, experiencing poor operating results, having substantial capital needs or negative net worth, facing special competitive or product obsolescence problems, or that are involved in bankruptcy or reorganisation proceedings. Such Financial Instruments may involve substantial risks that can result in substantial or even total losses of the amount invested in such Financial Instruments. Among the risks inherent in Financial Instruments linked to such investments is that it frequently may be difficult to obtain information as to the true condition of the issuer of the relevant Underlying; the value of the relevant Underlying may be adversely affected by laws relating to, among other things, fraudulent transfers and other voidable transfers or payments, lender liability and a court's power to disallow, reduce, subordinate or disenfranchise particular claims; the market price of the relevant Underlying may be subject to abrupt and erratic market movements and above-average price volatility, and the spread between the bid and offer prices of the relevant Underlying may be greater than those prevailing in other securities markets; it may take a number of years for the market price of the relevant Underlying to reflect its intrinsic value; in a corporate reorganisation, it may not be possible to effect the reorganisation (due to, for example, failure to obtain requisite approvals); and in a liquidation (both in and out of bankruptcy) and a reorganisation there exists the risk that the liquidation or reorganisation will be delayed (for example, until various liabilities, actual or contingent, have been satisfied) or will result in a distribution of cash or a new security the value of which will be less than the purchase price of the relevant Underlying.

Financial Instruments linked to Investments in emerging or developing markets

Financial Instruments may be linked to securities of issuers that are not located in, or subject to regulation in, developed countries or securities which are not denominated in the currency of, or are not traded in, developed countries. Investment in such Financial Instruments involve certain special risks, including risks associated with political and economic uncertainty, adverse governmental policies, restrictions on foreign investment and currency convertibility, currency exchange rate fluctuations, possible lower levels of disclosure and regulation, and uncertainties as to the status, interpretation and application of laws, including, but not limited to, those relating to expropriation, nationalisation and confiscation. Companies not located in developed countries are also not generally subject to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting standards, and auditing practices and requirements may not be comparable to those applicable to companies in developed countries. Further, securities not traded in developed countries tend to be less liquid and the prices of such securities more volatile. In addition, settlement of trades in some such markets may be much slower and more subject to failure than in markets in developed countries. Increased custodian costs as well as administrative difficulties (such as the applicability of the laws of the jurisdictions of emerging or developing countries to custodians in such jurisdictions in various circumstances, including bankruptcy, ability to recover lost assets, expropriation, nationalisation and record access) may also arise from the maintenance of assets in such emerging or developing countries.

Financial Instruments linked to fund shares including hedge funds

Where the Underlying is or relates to one or more funds the relevant Financial Instruments reflect the performance of such funds, which may be "hedge funds".

A hedge fund may trade and invest in a broad range of investment interests such as debt and equity securities, commodities and foreign exchange and may enter into derivative transactions, including, without limitation, futures and options. A hedge fund may often be illiquid and may only be traded on a monthly, quarterly or even
less frequent basis. For all these reasons and those described below, investing directly or indirectly in hedge funds is generally considered to be risky. If the Underlying is a hedge fund which does not perform sufficiently, its value will fall, possibly to zero. The hedge fund(s) reflected in the relevant Underlying from time to time and its/his hedge fund trading advisors, as well as the markets and instruments in which they invest, are often not subject to review by governmental authorities, self-regulatory organisations or other supervisory authorities.

The following is a non-exhaustive list of the risks associated with investing in hedge funds:

(a) Investment Manager

The performance of a hedge fund will depend on the performance of the investments selected by key individuals associated with the day-to-day operations of the investment manager of the relevant hedge fund and upon the expertise of such key individuals. Any withdrawal or other cessation of investment activities on behalf of the investment manager by any of these individuals could result in losses and/or the termination or the dissolution of the relevant hedge fund. The investment strategy, investment restrictions and investment objectives of a hedge fund give its investment manager considerable discretion to invest the assets thereof and there can be no guarantee that the investment manager's investment decisions will be profitable or will effectively hedge against the risk of market or other conditions and thus such decisions may cause the value of the relevant hedge fund to decline.

An investment manager may receive performance related fees, which may be substantial. The manner of calculating such fees may create an incentive for the investment manager to make investments that are riskier or more speculative than would be the case if such fees were not paid to the investment manager. In addition, since the performance fees may be calculated on a basis that includes both unrealised and realised gains on the relevant hedge fund's assets, such fees may be greater than if they were based solely on realised gains. If a hedge fund does not perform or does not perform sufficiently to cover the fees, the value of the relevant hedge fund will fall and may fall to zero.

(b) Lack of segregation of assets

A prime broker may be, or may have been, appointed in relation to a hedge fund and will accordingly be responsible for custody, clearing, financing and reporting services with respect to the securities transactions entered into by the relevant investment manager. Where investments by a hedge fund are classified by the relevant prime broker as collateral, they may not be segregated by such prime broker from its own investments. As a result, such investments may be available to the creditors of such prime broker in the event of its insolvency and the relevant hedge fund may lose some or all of its interest in such investments.

(c) Hedging risks

An investment manager may utilise warrants, futures, forward contracts, swaps, options and other derivative instruments involving securities, currencies, interest rates, commodities and other asset categories (and combinations of the foregoing) for the purposes of establishing "market neutral" arbitrage positions as part of its trading strategies and to hedge against movements in the capital markets. Hedging against a decline in the value of a portfolio position does not eliminate fluctuations in the values of portfolio positions or prevent losses if the values of such positions decline, but establishes other positions designed to gain from those same developments, thus moderating the decline in the portfolio positions' value. Such hedging transactions may also limit the opportunity for gain if the value of the portfolio position should increase. Moreover, it may not always be possible for the investment manager to execute hedging transactions, or to do so at prices, rates or levels advantageous to the hedge fund. The success of any hedging transactions will be subject to the movements in the direction of securities prices and currency and interest rates, and stability or predictability of pricing relationships. Therefore, while a hedge fund might enter into such transactions to reduce currency exchange rate and interest rate risks, unanticipated changes in currency or interest rates may result in poorer overall performance for the hedge fund.
than if it had not engaged in any such hedging transactions. In addition, the degree of correlation between price movements of the instruments used in a hedging strategy and price movements in the portfolio position being hedged may vary. Moreover, for a variety of reasons, the investment manager may not be able to, or may not seek to, establish a perfect correlation between such hedging instruments and the portfolio holdings being hedged. An imperfect correlation may prevent a hedge fund from achieving the intended hedge or expose a hedge fund to risk of loss.

(d) Leverage

Hedge funds may be able to borrow (or employ leverage) without limitation and may utilise various lines of credit and other forms of leverage, including swaps and repurchase agreements. While leverage presents opportunities for increasing a hedge fund’s total return, it has the effect of potentially increasing losses as well. If income and appreciation on investments made with borrowed funds are less than the required interest payments on the borrowings, the value of the hedge fund will decrease. Additionally, any event which adversely affects the value of an investment by a hedge fund would be magnified to the extent such hedge fund is leveraged. The cumulative effect of the use of leverage by a hedge fund in a market that moves adversely to such hedge fund’s investments could result in a substantial loss to the hedge fund that would be greater than if the hedge fund were not leveraged. Furthermore, any use by the hedge fund of swaps and other derivatives to gain exposure to certain investments may leverage the hedge fund’s assets, and subject it to the risks described above.

(e) Risks associated with the use of margin borrowings

An investment manager’s anticipated use of short-term margin borrowings will result in certain additional risks to the relevant hedge fund. For example, if securities pledged to brokers to secure a hedge fund’s margin accounts decline in value, such hedge fund could be subject to a "margin call", pursuant to which it must either deposit additional funds with the broker or be the subject of mandatory liquidation of the pledged securities to compensate for the decline in value. In the event of a sudden drop in the value of the hedge fund’s assets, the investment manager might not be able to liquidate assets quickly enough to pay off the margin debt. In such a case, the relevant prime broker may liquidate additional assets of the hedge fund, in its sole discretion, in order to satisfy such margin debt. The premiums for certain options traded on non-US exchanges may be paid for on margin. If the investment manager sells an option on a futures contract, it may be required to deposit margin in an amount equal to the margin requirement established for the futures contract underlying the option and, in addition, an amount substantially equal to the premium for the option. The margin requirements imposed on the writing of options, although adjusted to reflect the probability that out-of-the-money options will not be exercised, can in fact be higher than those imposed in dealing in the futures markets directly. Whether any margin deposit will be required for over-the-counter options will depend on the agreement of the parties to the transaction.

(f) Low credit quality and distressed securities

Hedge funds may invest in securities linked to particularly risky investments or to securities of issuers in weak financial condition, experiencing poor operating results, having substantial capital needs or negative net worth, facing special competitive or product obsolescence problems, or that are involved in bankruptcy or reorganisation proceedings. Investments of this type may involve substantial risks that can result in substantial or, at times, even total losses. Some of the risks inherent in investments in such entities are described in "Financial Instruments linked to low credit quality securities" and "Financial Instruments linked to distressed securities" above.

(g) Derivatives

Hedge funds may invest in derivative instruments (some of which may be complex) which seek to modify or replicate the investment performance of particular securities, commodities, currencies, interest rates, indices or markets on a leveraged or unleveraged basis. These instruments generally have counterparty risk and are subject to the risks described in "Financial Instruments linked to Derivatives" above.
Hedge funds may also buy or sell options on a variety of underlying assets. The risk of writing (selling) options is unlimited in that the writer of the option must purchase (in the case of a put) or sell (in the case of a call) the underlying security at a certain price upon exercise. There is no limit on the price a hedge fund may have to pay to meet its obligations as an option writer. As assets that can have no value at settlement, options can introduce a significant additional element of leverage and risk to a hedge fund's market exposure. The use of certain options strategies can subject a hedge fund to investment losses that are significant even in the context of positions for which the relevant investment manager has correctly anticipated the direction of market prices or price relationships.

**(h) Special risks associated with trading in over-the-counter derivatives**

Some of the markets in which a hedge fund may effect derivative transactions are "over-the-counter" or "interdealer" markets, which may be illiquid and are sometimes subject to larger spreads between the bid and offer prices than exchange-traded derivative transactions. The participants in such markets are typically not subject to credit evaluation and regulatory oversight, which would be the case with members of "exchange-based" markets. This exposes the hedge fund to the risk of counterparty default or a delay in settlement and thus the risks described in "Financial Instruments linked to Derivatives" above. These factors may cause a hedge fund to suffer a loss due to adverse market movements while replacement transactions are executed or otherwise. Such "counterparty risk" is accentuated where the hedge fund has concentrated its transactions with a single or small group of counterparties. A hedge fund generally is not restricted from dealing with any particular counterparty or from concentrating any or all of its transactions with one counterparty. In addition, if an investment manager engages in such over-the-counter transactions, the relevant hedge fund will be exposed to the risk that the counterparty (usually the relevant prime broker) will fail to perform its obligations under the transaction. The valuation of over-the-counter derivative transactions is also subject to greater uncertainty and variation than that of exchange-traded derivatives. The "replacement" value of a derivative transaction may differ from the "liquidation" value of such transaction, and the valuation provided by a hedge fund's counterparty to such transactions may differ from the valuation provided by a third party or the value upon liquidation of the transaction. Under certain circumstances it may not be possible for a hedge fund to obtain market quotations for the value of an over-the-counter derivatives transaction. A hedge fund may also be unable to close out or enter into an offsetting over-the-counter derivative transaction at a time it desires to do so, resulting in significant losses. In particular, the closing-out of an over-the-counter derivative transaction may usually only be effected with the consent of the counterparty to the transaction. If such consent is not obtained, a hedge fund will not be able to close out its obligations and may suffer losses.

**(i) Illiquid investments**

Hedge funds may make investments which are subject to legal or other restrictions on transfer or for which no liquid market exists, such as equity securities in private companies and are subject to the risks described in "Finance Instruments linked to private equity or illiquid assets and real estate" above. In addition, futures positions taken by a hedge fund may become illiquid because, for example, certain commodity exchanges limit fluctuations in certain futures contract prices during a single day by regulations referred to as "daily price fluctuation limits" or "daily limits" as described in "Financial Instruments linked to Commodities and/or Commodity Futures" above.

**(j) Legal and regulatory risks**

Legal and regulatory changes could adversely affect a hedge fund. Regulation of investment vehicles, such as hedge funds and of many of the investments an investment manager is permitted to make on behalf of a hedge fund, is still evolving and therefore subject to change. In addition, many governmental agencies, self-regulatory organisations and exchanges are authorised to take extraordinary actions in the event of market emergencies. The effect of any future legal or regulatory change on a hedge fund is impossible to predict, but could be substantial and adverse.
(k) Short-selling

A short sale involves the sale of a security that a hedge fund does not own in the hope of purchasing the same security (or a security exchangeable therefor) at a later date at a lower price. To make delivery to the buyer, the hedge fund must borrow the security and is obligated to return the security to the lender, which is accomplished by a later purchase of the security. The hedge fund realises a profit or a loss as a result of a short sale if the price of the security decreases or increases respectively between the date of the short sale and the date on which the hedge fund covers its short position, i.e., purchases the security to replace the borrowed security. A short sale involves the theoretically unlimited risk of an increase in the market price of the security that would result in a theoretically unlimited loss.

(l) Commodities and Commodity futures

A hedge fund may invest in commodities and/or commodity futures and therefore be subject to the, inter alia, the risks described in "Financial Instruments linked to Commodities and/or Commodity Futures" above.

(m) Hedge fund compensation

A hedge fund typically provides for a performance fee or allocation, over and above a basic advisory fee, to its general partner, investment manager or person serving in an equivalent capacity. Performance fees or allocations could create an incentive for an investment manager to choose riskier or more speculative underlying investments than would otherwise be the case.

(n) "Soft Dollar" payments

In selecting brokers, banks and dealers to effect transactions on behalf a hedge fund, an investment manager may consider such factors as price, the ability of the brokers, banks and/or dealers to effect transactions promptly and reliably, their facilities, the operational efficiency with which transactions are effected, their financial strength, integrity and stability and the competitiveness of commission rates in comparison with other brokers, banks and dealers, as well as the quality, comprehensiveness and frequency of any products or services provided, or expenses paid, by such brokers, banks and dealers. Products and services may include research items used by the investment manager in making investment decisions, and expenses so paid may include general overhead expenses of the investment manager. Such "soft dollar" benefits may cause an investment manager to execute a transaction with a specific broker, bank, or dealer even though it may not offer the lowest transaction fees. An investment manager is not required to (i) obtain the lowest brokerage commission rates or (ii) combine or arrange orders to obtain the lowest brokerage commission rates on its brokerage business. If an investment manager determines that the amount of commissions charged by a broker is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and research products or services provided by such broker, it may execute transactions for which such broker's commissions are greater than the commissions another broker might charge. Such brokerage commissions may be paid to brokers who execute transactions for the relevant managed account and which supply, pay for or rebate a portion of the hedge fund's brokerage commissions to the hedge fund for payment of the cost of property or services (such as research services, telephone lines, news and quotation equipment, computer facilities and publications) utilised by the relevant investment manager or its affiliates. An investment manager will have the option to use "soft dollars" generated by its investment activities to pay for the property and services described above. The term "soft dollars" refers to the receipt by an investment manager of property and services provided by brokers (or futures commission merchants in connection with futures transactions) without any cash payment by such investment manager based on the volume of revenues generated from brokerage commissions for transactions executed for clients of the investment manager. An investment manager will consider the amount and nature of research services provided by brokers, as well as the extent to which such services are relied upon, and will attempt to allocate a portion of the brokerage business of the relevant managed account on the basis of those considerations.
(o) **Special risks associated with trading in forward contracts**

Hedge funds may engage in forward trading. Forward contracts, unlike futures contracts, are not traded on exchanges and are not standardised, rather, banks and dealers act as principals in these markets, negotiating each transaction on an individual basis. Forward and "cash" trading is substantially unregulated; there is no limitation on daily price movements and speculative position limits are not applicable. The principals who deal in the forward markets are not required to continue to make markets in the currencies or commodities they trade and these markets can experience periods of illiquidity, sometimes of significant duration. There have been periods during which certain participants in these markets have been unable to quote prices for certain currencies or commodities or have quoted prices with an unusually wide spread between the price at which they were prepared to buy and that at which they were prepared to sell. Disruptions can occur in any market traded by the hedge funds due to unusually high trading volume, political intervention or other factors. Market illiquidity or disruption could result in major losses to a hedge fund.

(p) **Concentration of investments**

Although in general a hedge fund will aim to invest in diversified investments, the investment manager in respect of a hedge fund may invest such hedge fund's assets in a limited number of investments that may be concentrated in a few countries, industries, sectors of an economy and/or issuers. As a result, although investments by hedge funds should be diversified, the negative impact on the value of the relevant hedge fund from adverse movements in a particular country, economy or industry or in the value of the securities of a particular issuer could be considerably greater than if such hedge fund were not permitted to concentrate its investments to such an extent.

(q) **Turnover**

Hedge funds may invest on the basis of certain short-term market considerations. As a result, the turnover rate within hedge funds is expected to be significant, potentially involving substantial brokerage commissions, fees and other transaction costs.

(r) **Operational and human error**

The success of a hedge fund depends in part upon the relevant investment manager's accurate calculation of price relationships, the communication of precise trading instructions and ongoing position evaluations. In addition, an investment manager's strategies may require active and ongoing management of durations and other variables, and dynamic adjustments to a hedge fund's positions. There is the possibility that, through human error, oversight or operational weaknesses, mistakes could occur in this process and lead to significant trading losses and an adverse effect on the net asset value of the relevant hedge fund.

(s) **Reliability of valuations**

Hedge funds are valued pursuant to the hedge fund’s instrument governing such valuations. The governing instruments of hedge funds generally provide that any securities or investments which are illiquid, not traded on an exchange or in an established market or for which no value can be readily determined, will be assigned such fair value as the investment manager may determine in its judgement based on various factors. Such factors include, but are not limited to, aggregate dealer quotes or independent appraisals. Such valuations may not be indicative of what the actual fair market value would be in an active, liquid or established market.

(t) **Investment strategies**

Hedge funds are a relatively heterogeneous asset class in which the investment managers may determine their strategies in their sole discretion. As a consequence there is no commonly accepted definition for the strategies employed by hedge funds. It can even be impossible to associate certain hedge funds with only one specific
definition of a strategy. Furthermore there are various levels on which classifications can be made: any general strategy consists of various sub-strategies which may be very different from each other.

**Financial Instruments may be linked to or be futures or options or issued as "over the counter" or bilateral contracts for which there is no trading market.**

Financial Instruments linked to or which are Futures

Transactions in futures involve the obligation to make, or to take, delivery of the underlying asset of the contract at a future date, or in some cases to settle the position with cash. They carry a high degree of risk. The ‘gearing’ or ‘leverage’ often obtainable in futures trading means that a small movement can lead to a proportionately much larger movement in the value of the investment, and this can work against an investor as well as for it. Futures transactions have a contingent liability, and investors should be aware of the implications of this, in particular any margining requirements.

Margined transactions require the purchaser to make a series of payments against the purchase price, instead of paying the whole purchase price immediately. If an investor trades in contracts for differences or sell options, it may sustain a total loss of the margin it deposits to establish or maintain a position. If the market moves against an investor, it may be called upon to pay substantial additional margin at short notice to maintain the position. If it fails to do so within the time required, its position may be liquidated at a loss and it will be responsible for the resulting deficit. Even if a transaction is not margined, it may still carry an obligation to make further payments in certain circumstances over and above any amount paid when it entered the contract.

Financial Instruments linked to or which are Options

Financial Instruments may be lined to options with different characteristics subject to the following conditions.

**Buying options:**
Buying options involves less risk than selling options because, if the price of the Underlying asset moves against the investor, it can simply allow the option to lapse. The maximum loss is limited to the premium, plus any commission or other transaction charges.

**Writing options:**
If an investor writes an option, the risk involved is considerably greater than buying options. It may be liable for margin to maintain its position and a loss may be sustained well in excess of the premium received. By writing an option, the investor accepts a legal obligation to purchase or sell the Underlying if the option is exercised against it, however far the market price has moved away from the exercise price. If the investor already owns the Underlying which it has contracted to sell (when the option will be known as a ‘covered call option’) the risk is reduced. If it does not own the Underlying (an ‘uncovered call option’) the risk can be unlimited. Only experienced persons should contemplate writing uncovered options, and then only after securing all details of the applicable conditions and potential risk exposure.

Financial Instruments linked to or which are Contracts for Differences

Futures and options contracts can also be referred to as contracts for differences. These can be options and futures on any index, as well as currency and interest rate swaps. However, unlike other futures and options, these contracts can only be settled in cash. Investment in a contract for differences carries the same risks as investing in a future or an option and you should be aware of these as set out above.

Financial Instruments linked to or which are Off-exchange transactions in derivatives
While some off-exchange markets are highly liquid, transactions in off-exchange or "non-transferable" derivatives may involve greater risk than investing in on-exchange derivatives because there is no exchange market on which to close out an open position. It may be impossible to liquidate an existing position, to assess the value of the position arising from an off-exchange transaction or to assess the exposure to risk. Bid prices and offer prices need not be quoted, and, even where they are, they will be established by dealers in these instruments and consequently it may be difficult to establish what is a fair price.

**D. Market Factorism**

1. Market Factors

1.1 Valuation of an Underlying

An investment in any Financial Instrument involves risk regarding the value of the relevant Underlying or the basket constituents comprising the relevant Underlying. The value of the relevant Underlying or the relevant basket constituents may vary over time and may increase or decrease by reference to a variety of factors which may include corporate actions, macroeconomic factors and speculation.

1.2 The Historical Performance of the Underlying or the Basket Constituents is not an Indication of Future Performance

The historical value (if any) of the relevant Underlying or the basket constituents comprising the relevant Underlying does not indicate its or their future performance. Changes in the value of the relevant Underlying or one or more of the relevant basket constituents, as applicable, will affect the trading price of the relevant Financial Instruments.

1.3 The Basis of Calculating the Level of the Underlying or any Basket Constituents may Change over Time

The basis of calculating the level of the relevant Underlying or any basket constituent may from time to time be subject to change (as described in the offering documents relating to the issue of the relevant Financial Instruments) which may affect the market value of the relevant Financial Instruments at any time and therefore any amount payable or deliverable on settlement.

1.4 The Value of an Underlying or any Basket Constituents will Affect the Value of the relevant Financial Instruments
The value of the relevant Underlying will affect the value of the relevant Financial Instruments. Where the relevant Underlying is a basket, the value of such Underlying on any day will reflect the value of the relevant basket constituents on such day. Changes in the composition of the relevant Underlying and factors (including those described herein) which either affect or may affect the value of the relevant Underlying or any relevant basket constituents will affect the value of the relevant Financial Instruments. Where the value of the Underlying or any basket constituents is determined in a different currency to the settlement currency of the relevant Financial Instruments, investors may be exposed to exchange rate risk.

1.5 Exchange Rate Risk

Prospective investors should be aware that an investment in Financial Instruments may involve exchange rate risks. For example, the settlement currency of the relevant Financial Instruments may be different from the currency of an investor's home jurisdiction or the currency in which an investor wishes to receive funds.

Exchange rates between currencies are determined by factors of supply and demand in the international currency markets which are influenced by macroeconomic factors, speculation and central bank and government intervention or other political factors (including the imposition of currency controls and restrictions). Fluctuations in exchange rates may affect the value of Financial Instruments and any amounts payable in respect of Financial Instruments.

1.6 Interest Rate Risk

An investment in Financial Instruments may involve interest rate risk where there are fluctuations in the interest rates payable on deposits in the settlement currency of the relevant Financial Instruments. This may influence the market value of such Financial Instruments. Interest rates are determined by factors of supply and demand in the international money markets which are influenced by macroeconomic factors, speculation and central bank and government intervention or other political factors. Fluctuations in short term and/or long term interest rates may affect the value of Financial Instruments. Where an Underlying or a basket constituent is a fixed income security, the value of the Financial Instruments relating to such Underlying or such basket constituent is expected to be particularly affected by interest rate fluctuations.

2. Market Value

The market value of Financial Instruments during their term depends primarily on the value and the volatility of the relevant Underlying or the relevant basket constituents and the level of interest rates for instruments of comparable maturities.
The level of market volatility is not purely a measurement of the actual volatility, but is largely determined by the prices for instruments which offer investors protection against such market volatility. The prices of these instruments are determined by forces of supply and demand in the options and derivative markets generally. These forces are, themselves, affected by factors such as actual market volatility, expected volatility, macroeconomic factors and speculation.

Interest rate changes generally have the same impact on the value of Financial Instruments as for fixed rate debt securities. Rising interest rates will under normal conditions result in a lower, falling interest rates in a higher, value of the relevant Financial Instruments.

If Financial Instruments are capital protected, the value of such Financial Instruments during their term will under normal market conditions not fall below the value of a zero coupon bond with comparable maturity.

3. Certain Hedging Considerations

Certain risks apply to purchasers that acquire Financial Instruments for hedging purposes.

Prospective purchasers intending to purchase Financial Instruments for the purpose of hedging their exposure to an Underlying or any basket constituents should recognise the risks of utilising Financial Instruments in such manner. No assurance is or can be given that the value of Financial Instruments will correlate with movements in the value of an Underlying or any basket constituents and the composition of the relevant Underlying or any relevant basket constituents may change over time. Furthermore, it may not be possible to liquidate Financial Instruments at a price which directly reflects the value of the relevant Underlying or any relevant basket constituents. Therefore, there can be no assurance as to the level of any correlation between the return on an investment in an issue of Financial Instruments and the return on a direct investment in the relevant Underlying or any relevant basket constituents.

Hedging transactions in order to limit the risks associated with Financial Instruments might not be successful.

4. Financial Instruments Maybe Illiquid

Financial Instruments which are bilateral contracts or "bespoke over-the-counter contracts" may have no secondary market therefore may not be tradeable.

It is not possible to predict if and to what extent a secondary market may develop in any Financial Instruments or at what price Financial Instruments will trade in the secondary market or whether such market will be liquid or illiquid. Application may be made to list or quote or admit to trading Financial Instruments on a stock exchange(s) or quotation system(s) as so indicated in the offering documents relating to an issue of Financial Instruments. If an
issue of Financial Instruments is so listed or quoted or admitted to trading, no assurance is given by PSS that any such listing or quotation or admission to trading will be maintained. The fact that Financial Instruments may be so listed or quoted or admitted to trading does not necessarily lead to greater liquidity than if they were not so listed or quoted or admitted to trading.

If Financial Instruments are not listed or quoted or admitted to trading on any stock exchange or quotation system, pricing information for such Financial Instruments may be more difficult to obtain and the liquidity of such Financial Instruments may be adversely affected. The liquidity of Financial Instruments may also be affected by restrictions on offers and sales of Financial Instruments in some jurisdictions.

PSS may, but is not obliged to, at any time purchase Financial Instruments at any price in the open market or by tender or private agreement. Any Financial Instruments so purchased may be held or resold or surrendered for cancellation. Since PSS may be the only market-maker in the relevant Financial Instruments, the secondary market may be limited. The more limited the secondary market is, the more difficult it may be for holders of such Financial Instruments to realise value for such Financial Instruments prior to settlement of such Financial Instruments. In relation to PSS acting as market-maker, see "6. Market-Making for Financial Instruments" in "E. Conflicts of Interest" below.

E. Conflicts of Interest

1. Transactions Involving an Underlying

PSS and/or its affiliates may from time to time engage in transactions involving an asset comprising an Underlying for its/their proprietary accounts and/or for accounts under its/their management. Such transactions may have a positive or negative effect on the value of the relevant Underlying and consequently upon the value of the relevant Financial Instruments. As used in this section "Conflicts of Interest", references to an Underlying shall be deemed to include any of its constituents, if applicable.

2. Acting in other Capacities

PSS and/or its affiliates may from time to time act in other capacities with regard to Financial Instruments, such as calculation agent, agent and/or index sponsor. Such functions can allow PSS to determine the composition of an Underlying or to calculate its value, which could raise conflicts of interest where securities or other assets issued by PSS itself and/or any of its affiliates can be chosen to be part of the relevant Underlying, or where PSS maintains a business relationship with the issuer of such securities or assets.

3. Issuing of other Derivative Instruments in respect of an Underlying
PSS and/or its affiliates may issue other derivative instruments in respect of an Underlying and the introduction of such competing products into the marketplace may affect the value of other Financial Instruments linked to the same Underlying.

4. Conducting Hedging Transactions

PSS may use all or some of the proceeds received from the sale of Financial Instruments to enter into hedging transactions. PSS believes that such hedging activity will under normal circumstances not have a material impact on the value of the relevant Financial Instruments. However, it cannot be assured that PSS's hedging activities will not affect such value. The value of Financial Instruments might in particular be affected by the liquidation of all or a portion of the relevant hedging positions (a) at or about the time of the maturity or expiration of such Financial Instruments or (b), if such Financial Instruments provide for a knock-out, knock-in or a similar feature, at the time when the price or value of the relevant Underlying approaches the relevant price or level for the knock-out, knock-in or other feature.

5. Issue Price

The issue price charged for Financial Instruments can, in addition to loading charges, management or other fees charged, comprise a premium on the original mathematical ("fair") value of the relevant Financial Instruments which is not visible to investors. Such premium is determined by PSS in its discretion and can differ from premiums charged by other issuers for comparable securities.


PSS, or an agent on its behalf, may act as market-maker for Financial Instruments. In such market-making, PSS or its agent will, to a large extent, determine the price of the relevant Financial Instruments itself. The prices quoted by such market-maker will usually not correspond to the prices which would have prevailed without such market-making and in a liquid market.

Circumstances taken into account by the market-maker when setting the quoted bid-offer prices in the secondary market notably include Financial Instruments' fair value, which, among other things, depends on the value of the relevant Underlying, as well as a certain bid-offer spread targeted by the market-maker. The market-maker will in addition regularly take into account a loading charge originally raised for the relevant Financial Instruments and any fees or costs which at maturity of the relevant Financial Instruments are to be subtracted from any amount payable or deliverable (including management, transaction or other fees charged on the basis of the terms and conditions relating to the relevant Financial Instruments). Furthermore, the prices quoted in the secondary market will be influenced, for example, by a premium on the relevant Securities' original value contained in their issue.
price (see paragraph 5. above), and, where relevant, by dividends paid or received by the relevant Underlying or other proceeds which, due to the relevant Securities' structure, are economically attributable to PSS.

The bid-offer spread for Financial Instruments will be set by the market-maker based on supply and demand for the relevant Financial Instruments and certain revenue considerations.

Certain costs, like for example management fees charged on the basis of the terms and conditions of the relevant Financial Instruments, are in many cases not taken out of the quoted prices on a consistent basis over the term of the relevant Financial Instruments, but are subtracted in their entirety from the relevant Financial Instruments' fair value at an earlier point in time, as determined by the market-maker in its discretion. The same applies for a premium contained in the issue price and, where relevant, for dividends and other proceeds of the relevant Underlying which are economically attributable to PSS, often are not subtracted when the relevant Underlying, or its constituents, are traded “ex dividend”, but which are subtracted at an early stage of the term of the relevant Financial Instruments' based on expected dividends for the entire term or a certain time span. The rate at which and when such costs are subtracted depends, inter alia, on the net flow back of Financial Instruments to the market-maker.

Subsequently, the prices quoted by the market-maker can substantially differ from the fair value of the relevant Financial Instruments, or the value to be expected economically on the basis of the factors mentioned above, at the relevant time. In addition, the market-maker can at any time alter the methodology used to set the quoted prices, e.g. increase or decrease the bid-offer spread.

7. Market-Making for an Underlying

PSS and/or its affiliates may also act as underwriter in connection with future offerings of an Underlying or may act as financial adviser to the issuer of an Underlying or in a commercial banking capacity for the issuer of an Underlying. Such activities could present certain conflicts of interest and may affect the value of Financial Instruments linked to such Underlying.

8. Acting as Underwriter or otherwise for the issuer of an Underlying

PSS and/or its affiliates may also act as underwriter in connection with future offerings of an Underlying or may act as financial adviser to the issuer of an Underlying or in a commercial banking capacity for the issuer of an Underlying. Such activities could present certain conflicts of interest and may affect the value of Financial Instruments linked to such Underlying.

9. Obtaining of Non-public Information
PSS and/or its affiliates may acquire non-public information with respect to an Underlying, and neither PSS nor any of its affiliates undertakes to disclose any such information to any holder of Financial Instruments. In addition, one or more of PSS’s affiliates may publish research reports with respect to an Underlying. Such activities could present conflicts of interest and may affect the value of Financial Instruments.

10. Stabilisation

The price of certain Financial Instruments may be influenced by measures taken to stabilise the price of such Financial Instruments. Stabilisation enables the market price of a security to be maintained artificially during the period when a new issue of securities is sold to the public. Stabilisation may affect not only the price of the new issue but also the price of other securities relating to it. Local regulators may allow stabilisation in order to help counter the fact that, when a new issue comes into the market for the first time, the price may sometimes drop for a time before buyers are found.